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NFI and Emergency Shelter 

ASSESSMENT / VERIFICATION REPORT 
 

ASSESSMENT: (tick) X VERIFICATION: (tick) 

Report Date: 29/12/2016 Assessment/Verification date(s): 21/12/16 

Location Information 

State Central Equatoria 

County Kajo-Keji 

Payam Liwolo 

Boma Ajio, Kerwa and Logo 

GPS Coordinates Ajio: N 03 50' 18.62”, E 031 11'41.99". 

Kerwa: N 03 45' 9.75”, E 031 18' 52.58  

Logo: N 03 44' 26.41", E 031 22' 57.91 (Satphone) 

Team Details 

Name Organisation Title Contacts: Email/Mobile/Sat Phone 

Michael Lasu Medair ERT Senior NFI Officer sfpnfi-ces@medair.org, 0955131325 

Francis Kupek TiTi Foundation Community liaison officer 0955409567 

Summary of Population Type / Numbers 

A. Total population resident in area 
-Ref Census to County level 

 

 
Figures taken from the 2008 Population Census for the Liwolo Payam. The 
population in 2008 is stated as 43,732 individuals.  
 

B. Total number of IDPs/returnees 
-Households and individuals 
-Ref sources - can be multiple 

A total of 5,834 HH and 29,614 people were displaced from Yei, Lainya, 
Morobo and Nyepo to Liwolo Payam, Kajo-Keji county. They have sought 
safety there following the continuous insecurity in their home areas. 
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-Specify conflict IDP, disaster IDP, 
returnee 
-If returnee, in transit, stranded, or final 
destination? Organised or spontaneous? 
-Do registration list/s already exist? 
Made by whom? 

Figures stated below are unverified numbers of the IDPs in each location 
(according to RRC secretary and IDP leadership). Numbers correlate with 
the observations of the assessment team.  
 

 Ajio Boma: 646 HH and 3,668 people 

 Kerwa Boma: 2,255 HH and 10,187 people 

 Logo Boma: 2,933 HH and 16,759 people 
 
The RRC and the IDPs camp leadership initiated a registration process for 
the IDPs hosted in Ajio, Kerwa and Logo respectively. 
 
The continuous insecurity within and around Yei, Lainya, Morobo and 
Nyepo since July 2016 Juba conflict resulted to a massive displacement of 
citizens seeking refuge in Uganda, Kenya and DR Congo. Others have settled 
in South Sudan close to the Ugandan borders where they feel safer.  
 
Some IDPs have tried to put up traditional shelters due to the presence of 
locally available shelter materials in and around camping sites. Due to 
water scarcity most IDPs have decided to move closer to water points.  
 

C. Total number in need of shelter/NFI 
assistance 
-Households and individuals 
-Specify population type (IDP, returnee, 
host community) 
-Verified? List available? 

Subject to verification we suggest uniform distribution of NFIs to the IDP 
population stated in section B.    

Situation Overview 
-Note any prior assessments (eg IRNA) and attach to this report 
-If no prior assessment has been done. summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 1  

On 20th Dec 2016 the OCHA led IRNA assessment team met with the local authorities of Kajo-Keji county, the SSRRC 
secretary and the commissioners of the newly created Liwolo, Kangapo, Kajo-Keji and Nyepo counties to discuss the 
accessibility and security situation in and around Kajo-Keji. The county authorities assured the team that security was 
good in the region and for the team to proceed with their assessment program. The IDPs in the three locations of Ajio, 
Kerwa and Logo said that they felt safe and wanted to stay at the border.  
 
On 21 Dec 2016 Medair NFI/ES sector participated in the OCHA led IRNA assessment in Kajo-Keji county looking at the 
NFI/ES general situation of IDPs in the area.  The assessment team confirmed the presence of IDPs in three separate 
locations (Ajio, Kerwa and Logo Bomas). Ajio is a 2 hours’ drive, Kerwa is 1 hour 45 minutes’ drive and Logo Boma is 1 
hour 30 minutes’ drive from Kajo-Keji town.   
 
Kajo-Keji county has a smooth airstrip within the town and can be accessed by air both by fixed wing and helicopter. 
Most of the IDPs have opted to stay in Ajio, Kerwa and logo and the IDPs sites can be accessed by road from Kajo-Keji 
town. 
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Summary of Shelter/NFI Situation 
-Summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 2 
-Include maps and photographs where relevant 
- Include any information gathered on community and intra-household gender dynamics, as related to shelter and NFI 

The assessment team observed that there are available local shelter materials like grass, ropes and wooden poles. IDPs 

however lost their non-food items (NFIs) in the course of running for safety. Other NFIs, such as mattresses were 

robbed by armed groups. The assessment team identified the three most needed NFIs as cooking pots, blankets and 

mosquito nets. Other observed critical needs include sleeping mats, jerry cans and soap. 

 

 
 

 
  
The pictures above show the shelter and NFI situation in Ajio, Kerwa and Logo Bomas of Liwolo payam, Kajo-Keji county. 
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Assessment/Verification Methodology  
-Which assessment/verification methods did you use and why (eg household interview, focus group discussion, shelter 
observation inside and out, market survey) 
-If verifying, are you working from an existing list, or are you creating a list from scratch? 
-How many interviews/FGDs/observations did you conduct? What questions did you ask and why? 
-Did you use sampling techniques? If so, please describe. 
-Is there any information you feel less confident about? If so why? 

The SSRRC and the camp leadership conducted a registration of households upon their arrival to each camping site. On 
21st Dec 2016 Medair participated in the OCHA led IRNA assessment and conducted focus group discussions with the 
IDPs, observation of the IDPs shelters and a one-on-one discussion with the IDPs. The team also moved around the 
camping sites with some of the community members observing needs and confirming their settlements. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 
If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is recommended: 

Define targeting criteria  
-need/vulnerability (if vulnerability, define 
vulnerability categories) 

The assessment team recommends distribution of NFIs to the IDPs 
who have opted to stay in Kajo-Keji. In general we do not 
recommend providing emergency shelters (e.g. tarpaulin) to the IDP 
population however working through a protection partner (e.g. 
UNHCR), we will identify those who are not able to build their own 
shelters and support them.  Regarding NFIs we will verify 
information gathered from the RRC, local leaders and observations 
to establish who are the resident IDP population and will distribute 
uniformly by a factor decided once we have conducted a full 
verification.  

Specify items to be distributed  
-Number and type per household - NFI/ES, full 
kits, loose items 
-Specify if quantity of items distributed will vary 
by household size 

As previously stated we do not plan to distribute shelters, unless to 
those vulnerable in the IDP population who would not otherwise be 
able to build traditional shelters. The NFI’s distributed subject to 
verification and distribution in a uniform way include mosquito nets, 
cooking pots and blankets.  

Key considerations for distribution  
-eg access, logistics, security and protection 
concerns, push/pull, stakeholders/partners to 
work with 

Ajio, Kerwa and Logo Bomas are accessible by road from Kajo-Keji 
town. Priority for NFI/ES will be given to the elderly, blind, lame and 
unaccompanied minors. 
 

 
If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is not recommended: 

Summarise reasons and propose next steps, if 
any -eg referral to other clusters 

N/A 
 

 

NENEXT STEPSXT STEPS 

 

Immediate next steps Timeline Who is responsible 
 

1) MEDAIR to share the report 
with national NFI/ES cluster and 
UNOCHA. 
 

29/12/2016 
 
 
 

Medair 
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2) MEDAIR to conduct meeting 
with NFI/ES partners operating in 
Central Equatoria state to plan 
response.  
 
3) Coordinate verification and 
response 

January 2017 
 
 
 
 
January 2017 

Medair/ NFI  & ES Partners  
 
 
 
 
Medair/ NFI  & ES Partners 

Please submit to IOM Juba (cc your Shelter and NFI Cluster State Focal Point) 
If this is a verification report, and distribution is recommended, include: 

1. Completed Pipeline Request Form 
2. Distribution List in excel format 

 
Note: Permission granted to utilise information contained in this report without prior request providing Medair 
is identified as the source.  
 
Medair assessments and interventions are supported by ECHO, the CHF and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, through the Dutch Relief Alliance Joint Response for South Sudan: 

 

 


